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Abstract. Character design is a key ingredient to the success of any comic-
book, graphic novel, or animated feature. Artists typically use shape, size and 
proportion as the first design layer to express role, physicality and personality 
traits. In this paper, we propose a knowledge mining framework that extracts 
primitive shape features from finished art, and trains models with labeled 
metadata attributes. The applications are in shape-based query of character 
databases as well as label-based generation of basic shape scaffolds, providing 
an informed starting point for sketching new characters. It paves the way for 
more intelligent shape indexing of arbitrary well-structured objects in image 
libraries. Furthermore, it provides an excellent tool for novices and junior artists 
to learn from the experts. We first describe a novel primitive based shape 
signature for annotating character body-parts. We then use support vector 
machine to classify these characters using their body part’s shape signature as 
features. The proposed data transformation is computationally light and yields 
compact storage. We report substantial improvement in the learning 
performance of our shape representation compared to a low-level point feature 
representation using five popular machine-learning techniques.  
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1   Introduction 

Character design is a key ingredient to the success of any comic-book, graphic novel, 
or animated feature. Recent advances in digital multimedia technologies have 
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triggered widespread creation, consumption and distribution of digital character art in 
the form of videos, images, and textual descriptions. We view this large, unorganized, 
and distributed collection of digital humanoid character art on the internet, as a rich 
potential source for learning rules of good character design from the experts.  

Though characters are remembered mostly for their roles in the story, several 
layers of visual detailing are employed to bring their roles to life. Starting with basic 
shape and proportion, artists create layers of skin tones, hair styles, attire, accessories, 
key postures, gait, action energy, mannerisms and facial expressions [1,2]. 
Furthermore, drawing styles may vary widely across cultures, mediums and 
entertainment genres. Thus, it may take years of learning and practice for novice 
artists to pick up the necessary skills to create impactful characterizations for a certain 
target audience.  

Every year thousands of characters are produced worldwide for the billion dollar 
markets in animated features and games [3]. While computers are used mostly for 
shape-modelling/animation/rendering, conceptual character design still relies heavily 
on the skills and experience of the art department. Tools that could abstract character 
design rules from finished art would thus be really useful for this industry. It could 
also help hobbyists pick up better drawing skills.  

In this paper, we focus on the basic shapes and body-part proportions layer as it 
plays a vital role in design and perception [1,2]. Artists use shape scaffolding to pre-
visualize the final form, using basic shapes to represent each component or part. Apart 
from establishing the volume and mass distribution of the figure, these shapes may 
also help portray a certain personality, as is widely seen in stylized cartoon drawings. 
For example, in Pixar’s recent animated feature titled “UP”, the main protagonist had 
distinctively square features to highlight his “cooped-in” life. The square features 
were amplified by contrasting with a large round nose, as well as distinctly rounded 
supporting characters.  

We propose a knowledge mining framework that extracts primitive shape features 
from finished art, and trains models with labeled metadata attributes with a goal of 
finding hidden association rules. We use a primitive shape based vector annotation 
system for feature extraction. We then use Support Vector Machines to classify the 
characters into various traits with high accuracy. We compare the learning 
performance our shape representation with a low level point feature representation, 
with substantial improvement. The proposed data transformation is computationally 
light and yields compact storage. We have used physicality metadata and a variety of 
finished 2D humanoid character art, with a uniform body structure, but with 
reasonable variation in size, shape and proportions. The strongest contribution in this 
paper is our novel shape representation that allows learning, synthesis and retrieval in 
an intuitive data space. This has great implication in knowledge mining, computer 
vision and creation of expert systems for assisting creative design. 

2   Related Work 

We compare our work with prominent work in the area of representation and learning 
applied to character shapes and motion. We differ from these papers on two counts: 1) 
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Our shape representation is in a language that humans can easily visualize; 2) It is 
easy to compute and can be efficiently hashed.  

A variety of shape representation strategies have been used for learning and 
cognition of visual data. Edelmann and Intrator [4] proposed the use of semantic 
shape trees to represent well-structured objects like the hammer and airplane. Their 
goal was to recognize object classes, starting bottom-up with low level features. A 
drawback of this method is that it needs explicit modeling of the object grammar. Gal 
et al. [5] propose 2D histogram shape signature that combines two scalar functions 
defined on the boundary surface, namely a local-diameter and average geodesic 
distance from one vertex to all other vertices. Though this approach is robust to minor 
topological changes due to articulation in meshes, the representation lacks 
intuitiveness.  
      Classification and regression models on anthropomorphic data have been widely 
used in the fields of graphics and vision. In most of these models, the feature vectors 
used are fairly low level; e.g. Cartesian points, curves, distances and moments. Liu et 
al. [6] perform PCA on low-level point features for original and caricature drawings 
of human faces. Gooch et al. [7] also cartoonify face photographs by computing 
Eigenvalues between key facial points after training their system with real face data. 
Wang et al. [8] used rotational regression to learn deformation offsets of vertices in 
relation to driver skeletal joints. Meyer and Anderson [9] propose a computation 
cache for neighborhoods of key points undergoing lighting or deformation 
calculations, again using PCA analysis on point features. Hsu et al. [10] use CART 
data mining on body distance measurements (e.g. waist-girth, hip-girth, etc.) and body 
mass index to classify them into Large/Medium/Small categories for garment 
production. Perner et al. [11, 12, 13] use Case Based learning of shapes from a few 
exemplar shapes. Their approach is attractive for small training sets. Though we also 
work with a relatively small training set, we find that choosing the best exemplars in 
the domain of cartoon figures where shapes and proportions vary widely, a challenge 
by itself. Marchenko et al. [14] combine ontological metadata (e.g. artist name, style 
and art period) with low-level image features (e.g. brushwork and color temperature). 
Though they do not do any shape analysis, they implement a practical learning 
framework that improves learning results with human-understandable conceptual 
knowledge layers. 
      Automatic extraction of information from cartoon images of humanoids poses a 
number of challenges like perspective distortions, obscured body parts due to posing, 
and exaggerated non-standard body parts (unlike real humans). We did not find any 
method that provides a robust solution to this ill-posed problem. Since our goal is not 
the automation of data collection, which by itself is a significant challenge, we 
designed a user-friendly system to allow manual annotation of shapes. We derive 
inspiration from the use of primitive shapes outlined in art books [1, 2, 15, 16, 17] as 
well as shape perception literature [18,19]. We propose a novel vector shape that 
blends and smoothly morphs between three primitive shapes: circle/triangle/square. 
According to the Gistalt school of thought [19], we perceive shapes in relation to one 
another, as well as an overall sum of parts (instead of scrutinizing details of individual 
parts independently). Keeping this in view, we subjected the full body representation 
to training, rather than individual body parts. In this paper we demonstrate our shape 
transformation results with SVM, taking inspiration from Gil-Jiménez et al. [20] who 
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also use SVM to classify shapes (to identify traffic light patterns in live footage).  

3 Methodology 

We have gathered a collection of nearly 300 approximately front-facing humanoid 
character images from various digital and physical resources. We intend to find the 
relationship between perception labels and measurable physical shapes extracted from 
the body images.  We have manually annotated the body part shapes with our shape 
widget, and collected perception labels for these characters from laymen via online 
surveys and games. These games were designed in such a way that the player while 
playing the game, as a byproduct, provides us useful information. In this case it is the 
perception labels on characters. The perception labels were gathered for the full visual 
design as well as just the annotated body-part shape outlines. Using our body parts 
shape vector data as features and the averaged perception labels as classes we then 
classify these characters. We now outline the key components of the paper, namely 
data collection, vector shape representation, and training. 

4   Data Collection  

We have collected humanoid characters from different genres, namely 2D classic, 2D 
action, 3D movies, Manga, and unpublished art. As of now, we sample data from all 
these genres in our paper. In future, when we are able to grow our collection, it would 
probably make more sense to create individual models for each genre. 

 
 

 
Fig. 1. (L:) The annotation tool (R:) The shape annotation widget 

Fig. 1 illustrates the shape annotation tool and the body part shape control widget. 
The shape control widget allows single gesture control of the given body-part shape. 
The location of the black star cursor in the shape interpolation triangle controls the 
shape blend weights for the three primitive shapes. The interpolation space is 
triangular as we find enough expressivity with the circle, triangle and square shapes. 
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It also allows us to directly plug the normalized Barycentric coordinate offsets of the 
star cursor from the three shape corners, to the corresponding shape weights.  

The annotation was done by artists with reasonable knowledge of character design 
and concept art. The character perception labels was also captured from both artists as 
well as general audience. This ensured that the data set contains a mix of opinion 
from the content creators and the content consumers.  Each body part can be created 
independently by clicking on the corresponding image location, and specifying the 
length, breadth, medial axis, and shape weights. The annotation tool can automatically 
guess the identity of the annotated parts; i.e. which shape corresponds to which body 
part, using ideas from Thorne et al. [21].  In case some really odd-proportioned 
character breaks our rules, the artist can easily override the label assignments. Once 
the annotation is done we save the character cages to our database in the following 
form: {character_id, perception labels, bodyPartVector1-16} 

5   Vector Shape Representation  

In this section we discuss details of our novel shape representation blending circle, 
triangle and square. As explained in the literature review, almost all peer methods 
store low level contour point data before reducing their representation with methods 
like PCA or some compact shape signature. Usually, these transformations make the 
data non-intuitive and thus tracking the learning algorithm becomes very difficult. 

As shown in Fig. 2, we store each of the three normalized primitive shapes as a set 
of eight quadratic Bezier curves. The solid points represent segment boundaries and 
the ragged blotches represent mid-segment control points. Note how a null segment 
(1-2) had to be created for the apex of the triangle. The reason why our piece-wise 
curve segments work so well, is that we were able to carefully identify the 
corresponding segments for the diverse topologies of circle, triangle and square. As a 
result, even under simple linear interpolation, we do not notice any tears or 
inconsistent shapes. 

 
 

 

Fig. 2. Consistent interpolation of circle, triangle, and square 
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Fig. 3. Smooth shape transition with consistent interpolation. (a) Blending two shapes (b) 
Blending all three shapes 

The normalized shapes can be affine transformed to any location, scale and 
rotation. Finally, the shape weights are applied to blend the corresponding Bezier 
control points, to yield an in-between shape. Note that start-end-mid control points of 
only corresponding segments are interpolated, as shown in Eqns. 1 and 2. In these 
equations, p′j  and m′j  represent the j-th blended segment boundary and midpoints 
respectively, while pi,j, and mi,j represent the corresponding control points in the i-th 
primitive shape (circle, triangle, square). wi is the weight contribution from the  i-th 
primitive shape. Results of some blend operations are shown in Fig. 3. The crosshair 
under the shapes indicate the shape weights. 
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Fig. 4 illustrates the expressive vector shape fitting of diverse character shapes. As 
evident from the warrior character in the last row, accessories and loose clothing pose 
challenges in extracting the true body proportions. In such situations, only a human 
artist can make an educated guess on where the actual body part lies. This is also true 
for hidden or foreshortened body-parts in posed character images, which is usually the 
case for characters from released games and films. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Expressive vector fitting of body parts 
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Let us present a shape vector representation example drawn from the sailor’s torso 
in Fig. 4. The shape centroid position and length/breadth are all normalized by the 
figure’s baseline to head height. The origin is on the baseline (midway between the 
two feet). The angle is with respect to the global Y-axis, pointing upward. The sailor’s 
torso vector is {posxy: (0, 0.57), length: 0.34, breadth: 0.23, angle: 180, circle: 0.2, 
square = 0.3, triangle = 0.5}. As discussed in Sec. 6.1, we discard some of these 
parameters to remove pose information before training the shape classifier. 

6   Training and Experimental Results 

6.1   Data Preprocessing 

The proposed shape vector representation comprises of 8 parameters, namely, the 
shape centroid position, height, width, orientation with respect to a global axis, and 
three shape weights for circle, triangle, and square. Thus for 16 body parts we have 
8x16 = 128 features. However, we would like the shape-personality/physicality 
mapping to be pose-agnostic. So we filter out the rotation and centroid locations of 
each body part. Since we use normalized Barycentric coordinates for the 3 shape 
weights, we can omit one of them, as the three weights add up to 1. In our case we 
omit the triangle weight. Thus the height, width, and shape weights (for circle and 
square) are the features used for data mining, making each character’s feature vector a 
64 dimensional number (4 parameters x 16 body parts). From Fig. 5, we can see that 
our data set has a significant amount of variance, reflecting our careful selection of 
characters from different styles and genres. Each blue bar represents the mean value, 
and the red bar next to it is the standard deviation. We did not perform any statistics 
based parameter selection, other than the pose-invariance filtering mentioned above. 
We can achieve better performance with statistical parameter selection and 
hierarchical learning, but omit these here, in the interest of a fair comparison to the 
low-level point feature representation.  

6.2   SVM Classification 

We have used the WEKA tool to train a supervised Support Vector Machine classifier 
on our vector annotated shapes, which were manually labeled with one of three 
classes. A polynomial non-linear kernel: K(x, y) = <x, y>^p was used, with the 
exponent p = 2. The value of p was selected manually after testing. For this paper, we 
tested three physical class labels: weak, strong and average, as these are relatively 
easy to perceive.  To validate the model, we split our collection into a training set 
(247 characters) and an evaluation set (68 characters).  
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Fig. 5. Average and Standard Deviation of all 128 body shape features 

We improve upon the control dataset introduced in [22], by setting up a low-level 
feature set with almost equal dimensionality as our shape feature vector. We allow for 
a richer contour point sampling, but perform PCA to reduce dimensionality. We 
choose 15 radial samples on the shape boundary, each spaced apart by 24 degrees, 
and note the distance from centroid to each sampled point. This way we get 
16x15=240 features for each cartoon character. We perform a PCA on each body part 
so that 95% of the variance is covered, and end up with a reduced feature dimension 
of 72, which is quite similar in length to our shape vector representation. 

Table 1.  SVM comparison for primitive vector and low-level representation 

 Primitive Vector 
Representation 

Centroid-Boundary 
Distance (r, θ) 

Correctly Classified Instances 61 (89.71%) 32    (47.06%) 
Incorrectly Classified Instances 7   (10.29%) 36    (52.94%) 
Mean absolute error 0.2451 0.3987 
Root mean squared error 0.3096 0.4973 
Relative absolute error 55.19 % 89.12 % 
Root relative squared error 65.71 % 104.27 % 
Total Number of Instances 68 68 

 
      This helped us objectively find out how our method compares to those that use 
low-level features in their training model. As can be seen from Tables 1 to 3, our 
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primitive shape representation performs much better in terms of correctly classified 
instances and overall decent values for precision and recall for each class.  

Table 2. Accuracy Results by Class 

 Precision Recall Class 
0.905      0.864    strong 
0.864      0.864    avg 

Primitive Vector Representation 

0.92       0.958    weak 
Weighted Avg.     0.897      0.897     
 Precision Recall Class 

0.722 0.542 strong 
0.478 0.478 avg 

Centroid-Boundary Distance (r, θ) 

0.593 0.762 weak 
Weighted Avg.     0.6 0.588  

 
Fig. 6 shows the visual validation results of our model. A sample is shown from 

the training set in the first column, two correct classification results from the second 
column, and one incorrect result is shown in the last column. We feel that these 
results are qualitatively acceptable, and even the incorrect labels are not blatantly 
wrong.  

Table 3. Confusion Matrix 

Primitive Vector Representation 

Strong Average Weak Truth/ClassResult 

19 2 1 Strong 
2 19 1 Average 
0 1 23 Weak 
Centroid-Boundary Distance (r, θ) 
Strong Average Weak Truth/ClassResult 
13 9 2 Strong 
3 11 9 Average 
2 3 16 Weak 

 
 

In Table 4 we present a comparison of various classification methods on our shape 
vector data (SV) vs. low-level centroid distance data (CD) reduced by PCA. Though 
the overall performance decreases quite dramatically as we go down the table, our 
shape vector representation achieves a clear margin over low level feature learning, 
for the first three methods. Performance for Random Forest classifier was almost the 
same for both representations.  
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Fig. 6. Visual results of validation tests done on ground truth data 

Table 4. Learning performance summary using four other methods 

Method DataSet Correct Incorrect Precision Recall 

SV 50 18 0.738 0.735 Neural Networks 
CD 40 28 0.6 0.588 
SV 42 26 0.632 0.618 Bayesian Network 
CD 38 30 0.58 0.559 
SV 52 16 0.779 0.765 PART Rule Mining 
CD 39 29 0.575 0.574 
SV 40 28 0.589 0.588 Random Forest 
CD 39 29          0.588 0.574 
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7   Conclusion 

This paper describes a new method of representing arbitrary shapes using a blend of 
circle, triangle and squares. It uses consistent interpolation of quadratic Bezier curves. 
We have achieved a decent precision and recall rate for our SVM training model, and 
significantly outperform an example low-level data transformation. We also compare 
the performance of our shape representation using four other popular data mining 
techniques, and report significant improvements versus low level feature learning. It 
is generally accepted that using SVM on a small dataset does not yield great results. 
There were challenges in getting good character art drafted by skilled artists, where 
the art has proven track record. Though our dataset size is small, it has good variance, 
as shown by Fig. 5.  Using 10 fold cross validation, and without much filtering or 
boosting, we have shown that our shape representation can be easily used for cartoon 
shape classification. We are currently working on hybrid classifiers to improve the 
results presented in this paper. 
     One of the limitations of our representation is that it is symmetric about its medial 
axis, and also that it cannot represent concave surfaces. We are currently working on 
these limitations, by allowing more than one primitive shape to be fitted to a body 
part. While there is existing literature on breaking up a concave shape into convex 
parts, as well as shape decomposition into regular geometric shapes like circles, 
efficient decomposition into a set of blended primitives poses is a combinatorial 
optimization problem. An interesting direction could be the learning of higher-level 
blended shapes from a set of smaller, better-fitted sub-shapes. This would aid in 
efficient bounding volume calculations as well as multi-level shape-perception 
mapping. Lastly, when the cartoon body shape database grows over a period of time, 
shape binning via unsupervised shape clustering may be a good idea. We are also 
working on exciting applications in warping and shape deformation that will further 
empower procedural generation and design reuse with primitive shapes. 
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